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ABSTRACT 

Pain treatment in Italy is far from being optimal. In order to improve this situation, the 

reporting a complete assessment of pain in clinical record became compulsory by law. 

Pain-related cancer protocols (143) were selected from the National Monitoring Centre 

of Clinical Trial database and reviewed. Our data indicate that pain management was 

not reported as it should be: treatment has been taken into account in only 36.4% of 

protocols, assessment in 37.1%. Furthermore, breakthrough cancer pain has never been 

reported.  The main aim of cancer therapy is obviously control of disease, however 

ethical committees should pay close attention on pain therapy when evaluating clinical 

protocols. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The main aim of cancer therapy is control of disease, but symptoms control and quality 

of life are also important for patients, families, health care providers and policy makers 

[1]. Furthermore, pain management is a relevant part of any end-of life treatment [2].  

For patients with cancer, pain is one of the most feared symptoms [3] and it was 

estimated affecting 64% of patients with advanced stage or metastatic cancer disease 

[4].  

Guideline-based treatment could significantly improve pain relief [5]  and it was 

estimated that cancer pain may be controlled in up to 90% cases with available therapies  

[6,7]. 

Despite implementation of the World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines 

published in 1998 [8], undertreatment of cancer pain is still present in various clinical 

settings [9-11] with a very high prevalence [12-16]. In Italy, a special law promulgated 

in 2001 entitled “Hospital without pain” sought to combat the pain in hospitals, but few 

hospitals, up to 2008, adopted such legislation rules [13]. In order to improve the 

situation,  reporting a complete assessment of pain (type, measurement, treatment, relief 

degree)  in clinical records became compulsory by law [17]. In clinical oncology 

protocols, many supportive treatments (antiemetic therapies, hematopoietic supportive 

treatment, etc.) are planned to reduce bias due to different approaches.  The same should 

be true for pain treatment.  

Our aim was to investigate if/how pain assessment (type, measurement, 

treatment, relief degree) is actually reported in clinical protocols approved by Italian 

ethical committees by conducting a review of such protocols. To the best of our 

knowledge, this important issue has not been addressed to date. 
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METHODS 

All oncology protocols approved by national ethical committees are registered in a 

database of the National Monitoring Centre of Clinical Trial of the Italian Medicines 

Agency (http://oss-sper-clin.agenziafarmaco.it/).  

Pain-related cancer protocols, recorded in the above database in 2008, were 

selected by an expert oncologist (VF) and were used for the study. Among them, those 

taking into account pain treatment and measurement, were identified by searching the 

texts for the following themes:  “pain*” combined (using the Boolean operator “and”) 

“supportive care” or “pain management” or “pain treatment” or  “analgesic*” or 

“morphin*” or “opioid*” or “opiate”. In a second search the themes “vas” or “nrs” or 

“vns” or “vrs*” or “vds*” or “quality of life” were used.  

Protocols including these themes were selected and independently reviewed by 

two investigators  (EL,VM). Disagreements were resolved by discussion and consensus. 

To validate the search strategy, 10% of excluded protocols  were randomly selected for 

further review. 

 

RESULTS 

In 2008, the National Monitoring Centre of Clinical Trial database recorded 242 

oncology studies. Figure 1 gives the flowchart for the selection of protocols. Nine 

protocols were excluded because they were not complete, 5 because they focused on 

pain. Among the remaining 228 protocols, 143 were selected by the oncologist.  

Eighty-fifty of 143 (59.4%) were studies promoted and sponsored by drug 

companies, the remaining were no-profit ones (oncology cooperative groups, scientific 

http://oss-sper-clin.agenziafarmaco.it/
http://oss-sper-clin.agenziafarmaco.it/
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societies, etc.). Seventy-nine studies (55.2%) were phase II clinical trials, 47 studies 

(32.9%) were phase III clinical trials, the remaining were phase I one. As concern 

cancer site, 29 studies (20.3%) were on lung cancer, 20 (14.0%) on breast cancer, and 

16 (11.2%) on colorectal cancer. 

Table 1 gives the distribution of 143 protocols included in the present study 

according to the presence of pain therapy or supportive care and pain assessment. Pain 

treatment has been taken into account in 52 protocols (36.4%), analgesics generic use in 

35 protocols (67.3%), opiates use in 11 protocols (21.2%) - only 2 of these 11 protocols 

reported specific guidelines -, and pain treatment without mentioning any drugs  in 6 

protocols (11.5%). Moreover, supportive care without mentioning pain has been 

reported in 26 protocols (18.2%), and breakthrough cancer pain has never been 

reported. As concern pain assessment, it was considered in 53 protocols (37.1%): 9 

protocols (17.0%) adopted a specific questionnaire (i.e., Brief Pain Inventory 

Questionnaire, McGill Pain Questionnaire, and Present Pain Intensity Questionnaire), 

and 44 protocols (83.0%) adopted a questionnaire about quality of life including at least 

a specific item on pain  (i.e., European Organization for Research and treatment of 

Cancer  - EORTC -  Quality of Life Questionnaires  - QLQ -, Functional Assessment of 

Cancer Therapy - FACT-  Questionnaires, and EuroQol 5 Dimensional - EQ5D - 

Questionnaire).  Twenty-five protocols (17.5%)  included both pain treatment and 

assessment. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Our data indicate that in 2008 pain treatment and assessment are not still reported in 

oncology clinical protocols as it should be. Pain treatment has been taken into account 
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in only 36.4% of protocols, pain assessment in 37.1%. Furthermore, breakthrough 

cancer pain has never been reported. 

A review on studies, conducted between 1987 and 2007, aimed to assess 

adequacy of pain control showed that nearly one of two patients (43%) was undertreated 

[12]. The prevalence of undertreatment ranged from as high as 82% in a clinical trial 

from Italy [18] to 7-9% in a survey from the United Kingdom [19]. Studies conducted 

after the above review showed similar results.  The European Pain in Cancer survey 

sought to increase understanding of cancer-related pain and treatment across Europe and 

highlighted for the first time that cancer pain remained an issue and it was far from 

being optimal [14]. As regard Italy, the same survey showed inadequate treatment in 

47% of cases. The same situation could likely be applied to non-cancer pain even if it is 

certainly misleading to assume that cancer pain is better managed than other types of 

chronic non-malignant pain. In this line, it could be interesting to evaluate protocols of 

clinical studies on pain-related non-cancer disease.  

An Italian multicenter study focused on the evaluation of the epidemiology, 

patterns and quality of pain care of cancer patients, showed a high (around 50% in some 

subgroups) prevalence of analgesic undertreatment [15]. Finally, an Italian cross-

sectional survey  showed that a significant proportion of patients with moderate-severe 

pain did not receive appropriate medication and 20% received no treatment [16].  

The reason why cancer pain is undertreated in Italy is not obvious. One reason 

could be because guidelines, which are available and in some case also published by 

Italian scientific societies [20-22] are not followed by physicians.  More likely, 

suboptimal pain control could be due to the  non-homogeneous service development for 

patients with pain, to cultural barriers and poor guidelines dissemination  [15]. 
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 In any case, substantial obstacles to adequate pain relief with opioids include 

specific concerns of patients themselves, their family members, physicians, nurses, and 

the healthcare system [23].  

In conclusion, the results of the present analysis on all studies recorded in 2008 

could be interpreted as the real situation of Italian oncology research. We suggest that 

ethical committees should pay close attention on pain therapy when evaluating 

oncology clinical study protocols, according to the law approved in 2010 [17]. The 

present analysis will be replicated when data on a significant number of oncology 

studies started after 2010 will be available.  
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Figure 1 -  flowchart of protocol selection. 
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Table 1 – Distribution of 143 oncology clinical trial protocols recorded in 2008 by the 

National Monitoring Centre of Clinical Trial of the Italian Medicines Agency included 

in the present study according to the presence of pain therapy or supportive care and 

pain measure. 

  

N (%) 

 

 

Therapy 

 

Pain therapy 52 (36.4) 

Analgesics generic use 35  (67.3) 

Opiates use  11a  (21.2) 

Pain treatment without mentioning any drugs 6    (11.5) 

Supportive care not specifying pain   26 (18.2) 

Not specified   5 (  3.5) 

Absence of pain therapy or supportive care 60 (41.9) 

 

Pain measure 

 

Yes 53 (37.1) 

Questionnaire focused on pain 9 b (17.0) 

Questionnaire about quality of life 44 c (83.0) 

Unclear   4 (  2.8) 

No 86 (60.1) 
a Two out of 11 comprised pain treatment guidelines.  
b Brief Pain Inventory Questionnaire, McGill Pain Questionnaire, and Present Pain 

Intensity Questionnaire.  
c European Organization for Research and treatment of Cancer  (EORTC),  Quality of 

Life Questionnaires (QLQ), Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy (FACT) 

Questionnaires, and EuroQol 5 Dimensional (EQ5D) Questionnaire. 
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Figure 1  

 

 


